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Abstract— For the study of pavement structures, different methodologies and devices have been used and those have been modified
and modernized. The development of these routes directly impacts the social and economic development of the different regions.
Through the roads, the interconnection between different points is allowed, and the resources that need to be invested for its
construction are high. Trends show real-scale studies to determine real operating parameters that allow improving design processes.
For this reason, test devices have been developed that simulating real operating conditions, but these machines require robust and
efficient control. Adaptive and predictive controls are the most used in industrial processes, where it is necessary to reduce
performance and operation costs—obtaining smooth transitions in the control signal, especially when techniques are used with followup to reference models. This document shows the design of the MRAC (Adaptive Reference Control Model) and MPC (Predictive
Control Model) controller applied to a hydraulic loading system for real-scale pavement test equipment. The mathematical
development of the plant and the controllers is presented, along with its implementation, simulation, and analysis. The main objective
of this work is to verify the effectiveness of these controllers for this type of real scale system since due to the number of variables that
affect these devices and the complexity of the study material.
Keywords— MRAC; MPC; laguerre; lyapunov; pavements.

works ensuring that the error converges to 0, using an
adaptation algorithm that does not require total mathematical
knowledge of the plant [8], [9]. One algorithm solution is the
implementation of the Lyapunov stability law [10]. Model
Predictive Control (MPC) is the basic prediction system but
has been most successful in the industry [11]. Its
optimization process ensures stability and convergence to
the desired equilibrium point. It is necessary to know the
mathematical model of the plant in its entirety in order to
predict it [12], [13]. Some related papers with these
controllers are The development of a MPC for a hydraulic
car system where the versatility of the controller against
external disturbances is evident [14]. The control of a
hydraulic valve using a MPC [15] shows that this type of
controllers has good behavior in non-linear and
multivariable systems. The development of an MRAC is
presented by a previous study [16], where a precision control
in the position of actuators type SMA is implemented. This
type of controllers has a high performance in trajectory
tracking. The authors work with this type of adaptive
systems for the control of an electro-pneumatic actuator
where it is demonstrated that this type of control helps to
improve the speed of response of the system [17].
This paper presents the design of an MRAC and MPC for
a loading application system for the accelerated testing

I. INTRODUCTION
The asphalt and hydraulic mixtures are the elements used
throughout the world for the construction of roads that
connect different sites and regions [1]. This infrastructure
has a direct impact on the social and economic development
of a country due to the investments involved and the
integration of the territory. Therefore, the importance of their
study in terms of its mechanical and dynamic behavior [2].
For a detailed study in this area in the last decades, real-scale
tests have been generated. These tests show the behavior of
the road with real conditions of loads and operating,
allowing optimize natural resources and reduce costs [3].
Some problems in the control of this equipment are the large
amounts of energy consumed, the external disturbances, the
acquisition systems, and the study variables (loads,
deformations, temperature, stresses, and accelerations) [4].
Currently, adaptive and predictive controls are the most
used in industrial processes where it is necessary to reduce
costs of performance and operation. Especially the
controllers that are focused on working with reference
models like the MRAC or the MPC [5], [6]. Model
Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC), establishes an
external model to be followed by the plant [7]. The MRAC
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equipment of pavements. This dispositive is developed by
the Geotechnical research group of the Universidad Militar
Nueva Granada, from which all the physical parameters for
the model will be extracted. In the following sections, the
mathematical model of the hydraulic system is obtained, the
controllers are developed; the MRAC uses the stability of
Lyapunov and the MPC with discrete Laguerre functions.
Finally, the signals of the plant response, control, and error
are obtained and analyzed to conclude about the efficiency
of this type of controllers.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
A. Load Application System Model
The load application system is observed in Fig. 1. The
system works through a hydraulic circuit that moves two
cylinders that produce a force between 0.5 and 8 tons. The
load is transmitted to the pavement by two truck-type tires.

Fig. 2. Hydraulic System
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Where, and are the pressures of the cylinder inlet and
outlet chamber. The inlet pressure is the internal pressure of
and
are the small and large crossthe system.
sectional areas of the cylinder. is the displacement of the
cylinder. is the mass of the rod-piston assembly. B is the
viscous resistance coefficient.
is the rigidity of the
cylinder coupling. is the output pressure to the tank, this
pressure is considered low in comparison to the working
pressure as to get to affect it [15].
The output flow of the relief valve must respond to the
displacement of the spool ( ). Performing the forces analysis
acting on the spool, it is obtained Eq.2.
−

Fig. 1. Load Application System
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is the pressure reference. A is the cross-sectional area
of the spool. m is the spool mass.
is the viscosity
coefficient and represents the stiffness of the spool spring.
As shown in Eq. 3, the pressure reference of the valve is
proportional to the input voltage with a gain ( ). This is
because the valve has an internal regulation system.

The hydraulic system of Fig. 2 is responsible for
generating the force on the tires. The circuit is composed of
4 parts: The first is the hydraulic unit that contains an AC
motor and a variable vane pump with a constant flow of 0.36
L/s. The second is the proportional pressure relief valve,
which, according to a voltage reference, maintains a constant
pressure in the system. The third part is a hydraulic
accumulator, which reduces the peaks of system flow and an
electro-valve for manual control of the cylinders. The fourth
part is composed of the pressure sensor and the hydraulic
cylinder. The force generated is equal to the pressure of the
system multiplied by the area of the plunger of the actuator
[18].
In accordance with the operating principle of the constant
flow vane pump, not taking into account the Coulomb
friction and assuming the oil as an incomprehensible fluid
[19], the system model is performed. Performing the
summation of forces that occur in the hydraulic cylinder, Eq.
1 is obtained.
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Eq. 4 expresses the direct flow to the cylinder.
= !" − !#
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!" is the flow constant; !# is the leakage constant; V( is
the volume of the entry chamber y β is the oil bulk module.
The input flow
is equal to * − + where the first term
is the constant flow of the pump, and the second is the
output flow through the proportional relief valve. The
mathematical function of the valve is expressed in Eq. 5.
,
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is the constant that relates the displacement of the spool

adaptation to this behavior is sought, and through the openloop response of the system is identified that it is possible.

with the valve opening hole.
is the pressure discharge
coefficient. Organizing the system into equations of state:
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
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Description
Rod-piston mass
Spool mass
Flow constant
Leakage constant
The volume of the entry
chamber
Fluid bulk module
The rigidity of the cylinder
coupling
The large cross-section area of
the piston
Viscous resistance coefficient
Spool - opening hole relation
Coefficient of discharge by
pressure
Cross-section area spool
Spool viscosity coefficient
The rigidity of the spool spring
Voltage-pressure expressed gain

+0

/ /

= 1/ 2

(7)

= 13

(8)

3 =4 2+4

Table I shows the values of the system parameters.

Parameter

+0

The Lyapunov control law is the difference between the
input signal and the output of the plant, multiplied by the
parameter 4. The error is the subtraction between the process
and the reference model. The above is shown in the Eq. 9
and Eq. 10.
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Deriving the error and replacing Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 as a
function of the first derivatives, the following expression is
obtained

Value
1.63 kg
0.33 kg
3.72e-3 m2
8.3e3 m3/MPa
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Replacing in the previous equation / = 5 − and
= 5 − , the system is expanded as shown in the
equation below
/

2.13e-3 m3
1.2e3 MPa

1
0/
5+5+
5
0/
0/
14 2 1/ 2 14
=
−
−
0
0/
0
0 /
+
− +
0/
0
0/

9.74e2 N/m
1.56e-3 m2
0.45 N*S/m
0.0697m2/s
8.05e-9 m3/Pa
3.12e-5 m2
0.38 N*S/m
3.7e2 N/m
1.4e6 Pa/V

−

0
0
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When the plant model is adapted to the reference system,
constants are equal, in this way 0 = 0 / , 0 = 0 / , 1 =
1/ . Replacing these conditions in Eq. 12 and solving, it is
obtained the differential Eq. 13 that expresses the behavior
of the error in the adaptation.

The response of the plant to a step input is illustrated in Fig.
3. The graph shows a stable behavior with error in steadystate. Its settling time is around 12 seconds.
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The quadratic function of Eq. 14, it is introduced to
determine the Lyapunov stability and calculate the
parameters of adaptation.
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The derivative of the function is illustrated in Eq. 15. The
system is stable when the derivative of the function is
negative.
<$
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Fig. 3. Open-loop plant

B. MRAC Using the Stability of Lyapunov
The MRAC is performed based on the development of
Lyapunov stability exhibited [20] y and its implementation
for a control system [21]. The reference model and the
process are in second-order differential equations, as shown
in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. The process is of a higher order, but an
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(15)

Replacing the derivative of the error of Eq. 13, it is
defined the Eq.16.
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Factoring Eq. 17.
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Where Nc represents the control horizon and the vector
dimension in a sampling time k, Laguerre functions are used
to obtain approximate values of the vector ∆J—rewriting
the function as shown in Eq. 25.

(16)

∆J = [R L R L + 1 … R NO − 1 ]Q ∆J

The elements of the vector ∆J can be expressed as a
polynomial approximation of a discrete function. The
functions are shown in Eq. 26.
S T =

(17)

S T =

The derivative is negative if the parameter values are
updated for that the expressions are equal to 0. This is true,
and the derivative will be equal to −0/ 5 when the
following equations are met.
<4
= −:25
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SW T =

(19)

Therefore, the value of the derivative is semi-defined,
where error values and the parameters are limited. The
value : can be varied to adjust the adaptation of the system.
In this way, the method solves the Lyapunov stability
problems presented using gradients. Applying the integral to
the previous functions 18 and 19, the parameters for
adaptation of the plant are as shown below
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F is the damping constant of the system, 4.6 represents the
time constant, where the plant is within 1% error.
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The prediction of the future states and outputs of the plant
using the Laguerre network is expressed in the following
equations

C. MPC using Laguerre Functions
The mathematical model of prediction by model is done
based on the development of Laguerre functions discussed in
[22], the process of minimizing the cost function [23] and
obtaining the control matrix [24]. For system control by the
state, space is implemented a MPC using Laguerre functions
in discrete time. The general expression of vector control is
given by Eq. 24. Each ∆J represents an independent vector
prediction.
∆J = [ ∆J L ∆J L + 1 … ∆J NO − 1 ]

TV − 0
√1 − 0
X
Y
1 − 0T V 1 − 0T V

Eq. 30 establishes an initial condition of system operation
to \[ .

(23)

Q

(26)

The operation of the networks in discrete-time satisfies the
difference equation shown below:
(28)
\ +1 = # \
# is a matrix of N N which groups the parameters of
0 and & = 1 − 0 as expressed in Eq. 29.

The reference model representing the desired behavior of
the plant. For its design should consider the response time in
open loop and the following equations.
B=

√1 − 0 T V − 0
1 − 0T V 1 − 0T V
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The value of "0" determines the pole of the Laguerre
network. It is used to ensure system stability. The parameter
takes values in the interval of 0 ≤ 0[ ≤ 1, to observe the
general behavior is set to 0.5.
Applying the inverse Z transform as in Eq. 27, it is
that
obtained the vector in discrete-time formed by \[
contains the Laguerre functions from ]
to ]W .
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The vector n is obtained from the response of the plant
using the minimization of the cost function that is expressed
in Eq. 33. The cost function is made using the prediction of
the states within the prediction window Np.
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x and y are the matrices of optimization of the inputs and
the plant, respectively. Its obtain is expressed in Eq. 37 and
Eq.38.
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= o Q o represents the output vector. Bs is the matrix of
the reference signals with a dimension of (1 x Np) as seen in
Eq. 34. With Eq. 35 is obtained the matrix ∅
, this is the
one that involves the model of the plant and the vector that
contains the Laguerre functions.
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With the control matrix, the closed-loop system is
exposed below.
+1 =

(35)

− !z{|
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 4 represents the two different control loops for the
same system. The adaptive controller (MRAC) uses the error
seen from the reference model and not from the setpoint.
The predictive controller (MPC) uses the conventional error
and requires the feedback of all system state variables. For
the controls, the differential equations of the plant by blocks
are implemented.

By minimizing the cost function using its derivative, the
vector of coefficients is expressed, as shown below.
n = −x V y

Q

The control matrix is obtained by multiply the
minimization and optimization matrices, with initial
conditions of Laguerre functions, as illustrated in Eq. 39.
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Fig. 4. MRAC and MPC control systems
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The values of the parameters used for the different
controllers are shown in Table II.
TABLE II
CONTROL PARAMETERS

Parameter
: /% , : /%
ts
p
Parameter
N|

N{
0

MRAC controller
Description
Adaptive adjustment
The stabilization time of the
reference model
Damping of the reference model
MPC controller
Description
Control horizon, equal to the
system order
Horizon prediction, equal to 10
times the stabilization time of
the plant
Laguerre pole

Value
5,1
20 seg
1
Fig. 7. The control signal to step input

Value
5
120
0.9

Fig. 5 shows the response of the two controllers with a
step input and in Fig. 6 the response to the input of a block.
In addition to the graphs, the response of the plant with the
PID controller currently implemented in the equipment is
included.

Fig. 8. The control signal to block input

The control signal is consistent with the response for a
valve opening system for pressure regulation. In this case,
the output values are lower than 24 DCV, which is the
maximum control power of the valve. The figure also shows
the difference in the systems control signal with a reference
model and a traditional one. Fig. 9 shows the response of the
plant to a disturbance in system pressure. This can be caused
by the hydraulic pump, the change in the volume of the oil in
the hydraulic actuator, or caused by the reaction between the
pavement and the tires of the system, etc.

Fig. 5. Response to step input

Fig. 9. Response to disturbances

From the graphs, it is found that the two systems (MPC
and MRAC) respond efficiently to the variations of the
reference signal and disturbances compared to the PID
controller currently implemented. The MPC system responds
better to external variations because the design is
considering the total model of the plant. On the other hand,
observing the control response, it is evident that the MRAC
control has a trajectory tracking behavior. This is explained
by analyzing the error signals shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 6. Response to the input of a block

For the three cases, the same response is appreciated for
positive and negative error values. The system responds
critically damped in a stabilization time of 18 seconds. Fig. 7
and Fig. 8 show the control signals of the systems for the
previous cases.
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Laguerre functions lower the computational cost in the
design of the MPC controller. This is due to its recursiveness
in mathematical operations and the implementation of cost
and minimization functions. Also, the input parameters are
lower compared to other predictive control methods. For the
implementation of an MRAC, it is necessary to know the
behavior of the system in an open loop. This is to design the
appropriate reference model for its adaptation. One
advantage of adaptive controllers is the plant stability and
robustness without requiring extensive knowledge of the
mathematical model from the system.
This type of controllers designed based on models reduce
system power consumption by having more stable control
and, in the case of MRAC, handle low error signals. The
MRAC control is the one that gives the best behavior for the
real equipment. Due to its smooth tracking, it simulates with
greater precision a heavy load vehicle on pavements. Its
implementation within a logic controller is more
straightforward in industrial control environments than a
MPC; this requires control equipment of greater
computational capacity.

Fig. 10. Error signals

The MPC, as seen in Fig. 11 handles a constant reference
like the PID, which generates over peaks in error.
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Fig. 11. MPC system

Although it should be noted that these peaks are not seen
in the MPC controller response, this is because the MPC is
also a reference model controller designed and predicts the
transient response of the system. The MRAC controller
handles a reference according to the adaptation model. The
error is the difference between the models in an instant time.
It suppresses the jumps and allows a tracking behavior as
shown in Fig. 12.
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